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I have a Bose LS30 with a 6cd changer magazine thats not ejecting. When powered off, the system
checks all CDs in the magazine, but it seems like a CD may be stuck. Does anyone know how to
manually release the CD magazineI have a Lifestyle 20 System. I tried the solution with the flathead
screwdriver with no results. I do not think there is a CD in the 6CD magazine or in the player. Any
other suggestions. Sending it back to Bose at this point does not seem financially prudent. Thanks.
Robert I have a Lifestyle 20 System. Sending it back to Bose at this point does not seem financially
prudent. Thanks. Robert Thank you for the manual magazine release tip. I successfully removed the
CD magazine in my LS 30 which was stuck there for years. Didnt know it being a design flaw from
Bose. I thought the kids broke it. Thanks again. Thank you for the manual magazine release tip.
Thanks again. There must be a CD stuck in the player as the cassette will not eject from the player.
HOW do I get that to go back into the cassette so I can get it out There must be a CD stuck in the
player as the cassette will not eject from the player. HOW do I get that to go back into the cassette
so I can get it out Login to post Ive done this with my system but it does not really help solve the
problem, I still cant get to the jammed disc!!Ive heard this is a common problem. Thanks. Curt
Pasawicz This is the manual release mechanism. 5. Finally using the small screwdriver, push the
release mechanism rearward to release the CD magazine from the player. The magazine should pop
out. If the magazine is not released, then the CD that is still in the player has not been slid back fully
into the magazine. In this case youll need to plug the base unit back into power and hope that the
CD is retracted, allowing you to push the release mechanism rearward. If not then youll have to open
the base unit to access the CD player. Hope this helps. Thank you for using FixYa.This is the manual
release mechanism. 5.http://ezphotodisplay.com/userfiles/command-start-manual.xml

bose lifestyle 30 manual magazine release, bose lifestyle 30 manual magazine release
date, bose lifestyle 30 manual magazine release dates, bose lifestyle 30 manual
magazine release 2017, bose lifestyle 30 manual magazine release form.

Using the small screwdriver, push the release mechanism rearward to release the CD magazine from
the player. If the magazine is not released, then the CD that is still in teh player has not been slid
back fully into the magazine. If not then youll have to open the base unit to access the CD player.I
see where it says Manual Magazine realease, but cant tell what to do. Please help. Darrell Mack
First of all please check that theCheck the cables connecting the Jewel Cube TM speakersTo restore
communication between the music center andMake sure to select the correctBe sure the CD is
placed correctly, labelsideIncrease the volume. Check to see if MUTE is lit on the display. If it
is,Check to see if the play symbolAfter pressing the CD key, wait a few seconds beforeCheck to see
ifDisplay shows a flashing boxThere may be dirt or dustEject the magazine and try loading the
CDUnplug the musicIf “E01” reappears, call customerNow t urn the media center upsidePlease do
accept the solution ifThanks Rylee Pushing the lever back will release the Magazine. Answer
questions, earn points and help others. I realize there is a CD Changer Manual Release on the
underside but can someone describe how to use it. There are two openings but it is not obvious how
to release the cartridge. I have tried poking around with a small screwdriver but am afraid I will
cause more damage.Shine a flashlight in and youll see a U shaped cut out sheet metal on top of
another piece of sheet metal. Stick a thin blade down against the U and pull away from the front CD
door. I got my cd cassette out but the cd still wont load. Good luck with yours. You can go to
www.AnyoneCanFixIt.com and see the electronics section regarding the Bose Lifestyle 20 Series. If
you cant get the CD magazine out by using the manual release on the bottom of the unit, the
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instructions will show you how to work around that
too.http://obraz-tlt.ru/userfiles/command-reference-manual-of-modelsim.xml

If you can get the CD magazine out, you will most likely have the problem of the unit just buzzing,
buzzing, buzzing, and not able to load a CD to play. The instructions will show you how to fix that. I
manage to solve my magazine release problem thanks to Claudio Fassardi. I think the cause of the
stucking was a thicker CD, its in the recycle bin already. Unfortunately before having read his post I
tried blindedly to work the CD Changer Manual Release and so I released one of the 4 springs
mentiones by others. Anyway Im listening to my CDs once again and it didnt cost the crazy fees Bose
charges. I got the CD Changer out. My daughter had put the CDs in upside down. However, when I
righted them, it still wont play. Is there a reset Im sorry, and this wont be very useful, but Ive never
heard of a CD player that locks up when you put a CD in upside down. Just brutal. I am not a happy
Lifestyle 20 owner, though. A much more serious problem has occured as I switch on power a low
tone noise appears and its there all the time unless you increase the volume in order to hide it. I
havent taken the whole set to the Bose assistance for the reasons we all know to much time and
money. Has anyone have this problem before Hopefully you have an external device that was
recently added or some motor plugged into the same AC circuit that could explain the problem.
Probably not but you never know! I used the manual eject slot on the bottom of the Music Center,
following instructions I learned here, and inserted a long slim jewelery tool, and freed it. That solved
the humming problem. Thanks to all who take the time to record their experience and knowledge
here. Post Number 1 Registered May10 CD magazine was stuck in my Lifestyle 20. I managed to get
it out. However, it will even get stuck and make the same noise for an empty magazine. So I am
suspecting a CD may be stuck inside or something is messed up inside. Thoughts Advice There are a
couple things to keep in mind.

If your player seems stuck and makes a humming sound, there are two motors in the unit. The nylon
gears after time will split causing the shaft to turn inside the gear. After removing the CD carriage
turn it upside down and with the ribbon cable still connected you will see the two motors and hear
the motor turning. Most of the time itll be the smaller motor gear that goes bad. If you care to repair
it yourself youll theres a way around it. The shaft is highly polished. I removed the gear and took a
small rattail file and ran it length wise along the shaft to roughen it up and then used some epoxy,
not crazy glue and attached the gear to the shaft. Wait at least two days for it to dry. That should do
the trick. Here are some tips. I suggest people to try my method first and fall back to taking the
main unit apart if my method does not do the trick. My CD cassette would not eject. At this point I
could see the worm gear and the black rollers. With power reconnected and fiddling with the Next
Disc button, the 2 black rollers then moved so I could no longer see the nylon gears. I put 2 discs in
the cassette, in the top 2 slots slots 5 and 6 and put the cassette back in the main unit. Repeat the
process of using the Next Disc button, and as soon as the the CD came out of the player, back into
cassette slot 6, I detached the power. Use the Manual Eject slot to get the cassette out again. The
gears will be visible and the 2 black rollers out of the way, at the top. This is the drive gear for the
worm gear you will see. Link to photo at the end of this post. Im listening to a CD as I write this. Lets
hope the gear is not cracked and that this fix does the trick. I did not use glue, so I may have to
repeat this process some day, but at least the player is working now. Maybe Ill go back and add a
dab of glue, accessing the gear the same way. M.

jpg If this was helpful, the best way to say thank you is to visit my site about Americas Cup sailing
and sign up for the FREE newsletter. Computers 2,549 Laptops, Car Audio 255 Head Units. Opening
or removing covers may expose you to dangerous voltages or other hazards. Please call Bose to be
referred to an authorized service center near you. 15. To prevent risk of fire or electric shock, avoid
overloading wall outlets, extension cords, or integral convenience receptacles. Save all packing
materials for possible future use. The original packing materials provide the safest way to transport
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your Lifestyle part of the product appears damaged, do not attempt to use the system. Notify Bose
your authorized Bose dealer immediately. To purchase extension wire, see your dealer, electronics
store, or call Bose Connecting the Acoustimass module to the Lifestyle Connect the Acoustimass
module to the music center with the audio input cable Figure 5. See Figure 8. Additional CD player
or changer To use an external CD player or changer, connect the outputs from the component to the
music center AUX INPUT jacks. See Figure 8. Turntable To connect a turntable, you need a phono
preamplifier with RIAA equalization. Unwind each antenna. Antennas provide better reception when
their wires are not bundled. AM antenna FM antenna jack jack FM antenna connections 1. Then plug
in the music center power pack. Turn the power switch on the Acoustimass module connection panel
to the ON I position. We recommend you leave this switch on. The module uses less than 2 watts of
electricity in standby mode less than an average night light. After 20 minutes, the music system
shuts off. PAUSE Pauses play of the CD. After a 20minute pause, changes to STOP. Use the following
special music center keys to tune the radio, set station presets, and scan a CD Figure 15. TUNE
Lowers or raises the frequency setting of the radio stations. In CD mode, initiates a fast scan of the
current CD.

Loading discs into the CD magazine Hold the magazine, looking at the side with the arrow. Insert up
to six discs, label side up Figure 17. If the music system is already on, use one of these keys to select
the CD player. The CD indicator on the display lights. If a CD has been loaded, it begins to play.
Connecting headphones silences the speakers connected to SPEAKER ZONE 1. You do not need to
adjust tone settings for changes in volume, since Bose processing technology provides a natural
tonal balance over the full range of volume settings. If desired, you can further finetune your system
as described below. Setting a second remote for zone 2 You need a second remote control, set to
ZONE 2, to operate speakers connected to the ZONE 2 output. Please fill out the information section
on the card and mail it to Bose. Customer service For additional help in solving problems, contact
Bose customer service. See the inside back cover for Bose Corporation customer service offices and
phone numbers.For information on replacing the remote control batteries see “Set up the remote
control” on page 10. Or call Bose directly see inside back cover for phone numbers. Please use the
box above to search for any other information.Eject the CD magazine. 2. Then release. 4. Warranty
periodAre they available Thank you. Posted by nehringcg 9 years ago Bose Wave Radio CD Answers.
Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. This item is eligible for FREE tech support
for 90 days from the date of delivery. Over the phone or chat, our trained technicians can help you
set up, configure, connect, and troubleshoot so you can start enjoying your new purchase. Get in
touch with tech support by going to your Orders page, and clikcing on Get Product Support. Learn
more Amazon Business For businessonly pricing, quantity discounts and FREE Shipping.

Register a free business account Please try your search again later.A powered bass module with
proprietary technology adds depth and impact to your favorite music and movies. Color black The
system has other components, of course, but most are meant to be hidden from view. Tiny Jewel
Cube speakers no bigger than a computer mouse replace roomfilling loudspeaker cabinets, blending
elegantly with any decor. A hideaway Acoustimass module subwoofer delivers full, deep bass for
movies and music. The Acoustimass bass module uses a technology that launches sound on a column
of air rather than directly pushing air with a vibrating cone. It delivers full, natural bass sound
without distortionall from a compact enclosure, which can be located anywhere in your room
perhaps behind a curtain or under a coffee table. This means youll enjoy the same quality of sound
wherever youre standing or sitting. The awardwinning Jewel Cube speakers are the most visible
components. The product of more than 40 different innovations and technologies, these speakers are
about the size of a computer mouse, yet theyre capable of filling a room with rich, lifelike sound.
Their patented signalprocessing technology automatically adjusts their tonal balance, ensuring your
audio programs always will exhibit full, deep bass and clear, natural vocals at any listening level.



The touchscreen Personal music center, the heart of the system, communicates through radio
frequencies, unlike infrared, sightline dependent conventional remotesso you dont have to aim it at
other equipment for its commands to work. The remotes intelligent simplicity uses layered
touchscreen menus to indicate and control functions such as radio tuning with 50 station presets,
track programming up to 50 tracks in one sequence, volume adjustments, source selection, etc. The
Personal music center can control powered speakers positioned in different rooms additionalroom
speakers not included.

For multiroom listening, Bose recommends its Virtually Invisible 191, 161, Acoustimass 5, or
Acoustimass 3 speaker systems. The Lifestyle 50 is also equipped with a digital signal processor
called Videostage 5, which heightens surroundsound realism for both movie soundtracks and music
recordings. The Videostage decoder processes analog formatsas well as 2 or even singlechannel
PCM and Dolby Digital bitstreamsand helps to deliver movietheater excitement right in your home. A
feature called Digital Dynamic Range DDR compression automatically monitors and adjusts the
systems level to let you to hear soft sounds, particularly dialogue, while preventing you from being
overwhelmed by loud special effects. This is especially useful for latenight viewing, freeing you from
having to constantly adjust the volume. Dolby Digital decoding delivers up to 5.1 discrete audio
channels that is, 5 for the independent Jewel Cube speakers and 1 for rich bass from the
Acoustimass, or subwoofer module from DVD, digital TV, advanced cable boxes, and digital satellite
receivers. Whats in the Box Personal music center, a CD changer, a multiroom interface, an
interface power pack, 5 Jewel Cube speakers, 5 speaker cables, 1 Acoustimass module subwoofer, an
AC power cord, 14 selfadhesive rubber feet 4 for the module and 5 pairs for the Jewel Cube
speakers, an audio input cable, a CD changer cable, a stereo cable, 4 AAA batteries, an FM antenna,
an AM loop antenna, an AM antenna base, a CD magazine, a Lifestyle system CD, and a test CD.The
Palmsized Personal music center with touchscreen is exclusive to the Lifestyle 50 home theater
system and provides complete system information and operation throughout your home. Digital
5.1channel decoding plus Bose proprietary Videostage 5 decoding circuitry deliver fivespeaker
surround sound from any source, even older mono TV shows and movies.Amazon calculates a
product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.

The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Olugbemiga Oladokun 5.0 out of 5 stars Now it depends on various parameters on what their
evaluation is based on. For me, any music system is good which gives you the utmost pleasure in
listening. This Bose product comes with 5 pairs of Jewel cube speakers which are a little different
then the regular speakers taht Bose offers with their speaker systems. They give you more clarity of
sound you can almost hear the fingers strumming on the guitar strings, the breathing of a singer and
complete surround sound where it is available. You can easily find the difference when you play the
Bose and another music system side by side and listen to the same music piece. The set up is
extremely simple. So if you hate tangling with wires and pushing in knobs and buttons for that
perfect sound, then this system is for you. But if you are into graphic equalizers, and are addicted to
lots of ports and want a receiver which will be the control center of your Home Theatre then this is
not the system for you. The Bose system does allow you to connect your TV, DVD player and VCR
through the system but that is about it. You will not find any additional ports in the system. So for
that price, I think you will not regret anything about this system the most impressive of all is the size
of the speakers and the range of sound that emits from them. I am sure you are gonna love them.If
you are looking for a system that has THX go else where. But let me also add this, I work in the
movie bizz, so I have a good bit of know how and what when it comes to things like this. THX, and
you can ask a dealer for your self, is only trully heard when its set up by a pro, hense a home system
that bosts THX, will not sound as good as it does in the theaters, this has more to do with room
layout etc then the system.



Bose are masters when it comes to audio, short of having a theater built in your house, this is one of
the best systems you can get for the money, it has all you need. Granted it could offer more but so
could any system that you look at. I have heard THX on this system and belive it or not it does work.
Again not as well as in a theater but still its damn nice. I recomend that if you are looking at this
system that you go to your local high end audio store, and bring the following.But the key is the
difference. Now sit down and listen to all of the things one at a time. Try this with other systems that
you are looking at and I am sure you will find that the bose is one of the best out there. Also look at
onkyo and nad but you will have to by more compents and speakers to get what you get in this
package. Adding to the overall cost. Optical cables are a must, that or the best cables you can get.
Also keep in mind that the rear speakers should be higher them the listners.What impresses me most
about Bose technologies is that I havent seen a speaker as tiny as the cube jewels featured in this
system and similar Bose Lifestyle systems that can handle 100w RMS of amplification power.
Speakers this size by other manufacturers can handle power as high as 45w RMS which is still below
half the powerhandling capabilities of Bose cube jewels. This difference alone demonstrates how
superior Bose technologies are to the other speaker manufacturers. I know that the LS50 is
discontinued right now by Bose but the new LS48 is now available and I will save for it. Over the
years the systems have changed in not only speaker design but in features. These systems have had
built in radios; CD players; DVD players; iPod docks; to current systems that have no internal media
relying only on external sources.Some systems came with a CD magazine that allowed it to store up
to 6 CDs at a time. The music centers each came with a pair of analog RCA connectors.

Surround sound models made after 1999 came with a digital coax connection.The Lifestyle 50 came
with a touch screen RF remote and were Boses only systems that had 4zone technology allowing up
to 4 different sources being played in 4 different rooms.This system marked a dramatic change from
Boses previous Lifestyle systems in that it was sourceless, had no expansion possibilities, and was
Boses first system to include video inputs.Bose also added two new systems, the 38 and the 48 using
the AV38 and AV48 media centers, both with the ability to store music uMusic.The only difference
was a redesigned center channel, which was made horizontal, and an Acoustimass bass module that
was 30% smaller than its predecessor. The model lineup did not change. The Lifestyle 18 system,
while not discontinued, was not made public during this series.On 24 May 2010, Bose discontinued
all but the Lifestyle 48 IV in the United States, and all but Lifestyle 38 IV and 48 IV in the rest of the
world.In this manner, any Lifestyle system will sound the same in any living room as the professional
demonstration.There is also a wireless expansion option. Listeners use a radio frequency remote to
communicate back to the main system, thus allowing it to control the volume and to select the audio
source for that room.The 48 has the ability to store 340 hours of music, while the 38 can store
200.This allows the system to upconvert video signals composite to Svideo, Svideo to component to
deliver the highest quality signal a TV can accept.According to Bose with this device you can choose
whatever input your external components support, connect it to the VS2, and have the Lifestyle
system switch both the audio and video by using your Lifestyle remote.The main difference of the
systems are the speakers that they come with. Consumers may add any source component including
HDMIconnected HDDVD and Bluray Disc players.

They are capable of upconverting video from any of the four connected SVideo, composite, and
componentvideo sources to HDMI, and can upscale those sources to 1080p resolution. They come
with five fiber optic and RCA audio inputs with two digital coax audio inputs, one being assignable.
There is one HDMI 1.4a video output that scales input video up to 1080p output resolution. They
support three nonHDMI audio inputs optical, coax and RCA. The products support DTS, Dolby
Digital, Dolby TrueHD, DTSMA core and uncompressed multichannel PCM aka LPCM. They also
feature a USB jack for firmware updates and to view pictures, and a BoseLink in.It uses a reverse
lookup to recognize the remote of 3rd party products to program its own universal remote.Once
connected to the main system listeners use a local radio frequency remote to communicate back to



the main system thus allowing it to control the volume and to select the audio source for that
room.This is a list of systems powered by an included Bose made receiver, Retrieved July 28, 2010.
By continuing to use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our
cookie policy unless you have disabled them. By chatting and providing personal info, you
understand and agree to our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. Home TheaterStereo Home
theater questions. Hi Dan, I have a Bose Lifestyle 20 with the magazine stuck and tried the manual
release mechanism. The magazine has partially released and the whirring sound has stopped but the
magazine still wont come out. How old is it Bose Lifestyle model 20 from 1998 Technicians Assistant
How long has this been going on. What troubleshooting have you tried. I hadnt used it for a few
years then put it together yesterday. It worked fine for a few hours then stopped. I tried switching
off for a few hours then holding down the eject button while switching on but to no avail.

I also tried turning it upside down for a while then switching back on and pressing eject, also to no
avail. Then I tried using a narrow blade in the manual release which stopped the motor running and
partially released the magazine but it still wont eject. Technicians Assistant Anything else you want
the electronics expert to know before I connect you. The Loading gear for the mechanism to move
up and down has a crack and sits loose on the motor shaft. This little plastic gear is no longer
available. Only option is to find a similar gear or which I have done before is glueing the cracked
gear onto the shaft so it wont slide off. Ask Your Own Home TheaterStereo Question Technician
Martin Helbig, Audio and Video Technician replied 3 years ago The gear used to have the Part
number 189099. Here is a screeshot of the gear. If you try to glue onto the shaft, be carful not to use
to much glue. 9e38ed8e60af4a2f953d.png 9e38ed8.png Ask Your Own Home TheaterStereo
Question Technician Martin Helbig, Audio and Video Technician replied 3 years ago Here is also a
link to some of the issues with the CD20 and potential fixes.BUT thank you for allowing me to help
you with your question. I want nothing more than you to be 100% satisfied with my assistance. If you
need additional information please use the reply box to let me know. If you are all set and happy
with my assistance, please remember to use the starts above to rate my assistance so we can close
this question out. Ask Your Own Home TheaterStereo Question Technician Martin Helbig, Audio and
Video Technician replied 3 years ago Hello Sir, could you please rate my service, so I can close out
the question. I would appreciate it. Now I know what the problem is and that there isnt an easy
solution. I probably wont get the CD magazine working again as I dont have the confidence to take it
apart and effect a repair.Thanks again.

John Technician Martin Helbig, Audio and Video Technician replied 3 years ago Thanks John, if you
please provide me with a positive rating so I can close out the question. Have a nice day Sir. Ask
Your Own Home TheaterStereo Question Technician Martin Helbig, Audio and Video Technician
replied 3 years ago Hello John, could you please provide a positive rating so I can close out the
question. Ask Your Own Home TheaterStereo Question Customer reply replied 3 years ago I rated
you 4 stars a few days ago. Technician Martin Helbig, Audio and Video Technician replied 3 years
ago Thank you very much Ask Your Own Home TheaterStereo Question Was this answer helpful.It
wont play and it wont eject. Bose Lifestyle 25 Series The 6 Disc Magazine will not eject.I must
disconnect power to make it stop. If I plug the unit in there is a repeated buzzing sound. I have a
Bose Music System with the extra three CD changer. My problem is with the CD changer. One of the
slots wont eject the CD, it says there is a disc error. The CD changer has gotten I have a Bose
Lifesyle Model 20. The CD changer has gotten stuck. It wont advance or turn off and keeps clicking.
How can I get the cd cassette to eject. I cant eject the disc or eject the 6 disc cartridge. I have a
Bose Lifestyle Model 20 that I purchased in 1997. I put a CD in the 6 disc magazine. Now the CD
magazine is stuck.Posts are for general information, are not intended to substitute for informed
professional advice medical, legal, veterinary, financial, etc., or to establish a professionalclient
relationship. JustAnswer is not intended or designed for EMERGENCY questions which should be
directed immediately by telephone or inperson to qualified professionals. JustAnswer in the News



Askadoc Web sites If youve got a quick question, you can try to get an answer from sites that say
they have various specialists on hand to give quick answers. Justanswer.com. JustAnswer.com.

has seen a spike since October in legal questions from readers about layoffs, unemployment and
severance. Traffic on JustAnswer rose 14 percent.and had nearly 400,000 page views in 30
days.inquiries related to stress, high blood pressure, drinking and heart pain jumped 33 percent.
Tory Johnson, GMA Workplace Contributor, discusses workfromhome jobs, such as JustAnswer in
which verified Experts answer people’s questions. I will tell you that.the things you have to go
through to be an Expert are quite rigorous. What Customers are Saying Wonderful service, prompt,
efficient, and accurate. Couldnt have asked for more. I cannot thank you enough for your help. Mary
C. Freshfield, Liverpool, UK This expert is wonderful. They truly know what they are talking about,
and they actually care about you. They really helped put my nerves at ease. Thank you so much!!!!
Alex Los Angeles, CA Thank you for all your help. It is nice to know that this service is here for
people like myself, who need answers fast and are not sure who to consult. GP Hesperia, CA I
couldnt be more satisfied. This is the site I will always come to when I need a second opinion. Justin
Kernersville, NC Just let me say that this encounter has been entirely professional and most helpful.
I liked that I could ask additional questions and get answered in a very short turn around. Esther
Woodstock, NY Thank you so much for taking your time and knowledge to support my concerns. Not
only did you answer my questions, you even took it a step further with replying with more pertinent
information I needed to know. Robin Elkton, Maryland He answered my question promptly and gave
me accurate, detailed information. If all of your experts are half as good, you have a great thing
going here. LOAJ3256 Technician 497 satisfied customers 35 years in Home Theater and Systems
Integrator, Senior Neil Engineer 23 satisfied customers Electronics engineer with 25 years of
experience.


